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Abstract. Virtual hand or pointer metaphors are among the key
approaches for target selection in immersive environments. However, tar-
geting moving objects is complicated by factors including target speed,
direction, and depth, such that a basic implementation of these tech-
niques might fail to optimize user performance. We present results of two
empirical studies comparing characteristics of virtual hand and pointer
metaphors for moving target acquisition. Through a first study, we exam-
ine the impact of depth on users’ performance when targets move beyond
and within arms’ reach. We find that movement in depth has a great
impact on both metaphors. In a follow-up study, we design a reach-
bounded Go-Go (rbGo-Go) technique to address challenges of virtual
hand and compare it to Ray-Casting. We find that target width and
speed are significant determinants of user performance and we highlight
the pros and cons for each of the techniques in the given context. Our
results inform the UI design for immersive selection of moving targets.

1 Introduction

Selection of moving targets is a common interaction in video games and when
inspecting surveillance videos [21]. Moving target acquisition is challenging as it
requires users to predict the speed and trajectory of objects. Furthermore, if the
object is moving in depth, i.e. towards or away from users, users may also need
to accurately predict its depth. In addition, acquiring moving targets in virtual
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environments lacks the feedback when commonly interacting with the movement
of physical objects, such as catching a baseball.

With the introduction of high-performance headsets and controllers, immer-
sive experiences in augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) are increas-
ingly available to consumers. Pursuing immersion has always been an end-goal
in AR/VR research, and interacting with moving targets – in games [53], train-
ing environments [10], and virtual worlds (e.g. Second Life) – is an important
component of this goal [10,53].

Despite extensive research in target selection techniques [7,31,39,43] and the
common occurrence of moving target interaction, we identify two issues with
existing work. First, the majority of target selection work in 3D environments
focuses on static objects, which does not directly translate to an understand-
ing of moving target acquisition. Second, when looking specifically at AR/VR
environments, techniques for pointing and selection remain clustered across two
primary metaphors—the virtual hand and the virtual pointer – which have dif-
ferent characteristics. Poupyrev et al. [42] identified characteristics of these two
metaphors for static object selection and re-positioning tasks, however we know
very little about their performance in a moving target selection task.

In this paper, we empirically explore the performance of these two common
selection metaphors (virtual hand and virtual pointer) when acquiring mov-
ing targets in VR. Our work consists of two studies to evaluate these selection
metaphors. In the first study, participants were asked to use a 1-to-1 mapped
controller with a virtual hand and with Ray-Casting to select a moving target
which appeared in a limited volume within arms’ reach and at a distance. We
found that depth had a significant impact on both metaphors. Given that a 1-
to-1 mapping limits the reachable space when using the virtual hand, in the sec-
ond study we designed a technique, called reach-bounded Go-Go (rbGo-Go), an
extension of the Go-Go [43] technique, to capture distant targets. We compared
rbGo-Go with Ray-Casting and found that Ray-Casting was more efficient than
rbGo-Go, but had similar accuracy. We found that target speed and width were
dominant factors in users’ performance. Our results lead us to believe that both
Ray-Casting and rbGo-Go are viable alternatives with advantages and disadvan-
tages for distant moving target selection in VR/AR contexts. We discuss these
complementary advantages and disadvantages to provide guidance for designers
of experiences that incorporate moving target selection in virtual environments.

In summary, the contributions in this paper include:

– Two empirical studies to evaluate the performance of virtual hand and pointer
metaphors and establish baselines to capture moving targets in VR.

– A summary of technique characteristics and design considerations for both
virtual hand and pointer metaphors to acquire moving targets in VR.

2 Related Work

2.1 Virtual Hand and Virtual Pointer

Poupyrev et al. [42] identified a class of manipulations labeled as egocentric
manipulations of objects in virtual environments. They further divided this class
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of egocentric manipulations into two categories: virtual hand and virtual pointer.
The virtual hand metaphor [38] and Ray-Casting [7] (a virtual pointer technique)
are the most popular 3D pointing techniques within virtual environments.

Many variants of ray-casting and virtual hand techniques have been pro-
posed for interacting with 3D objects in virtual environments (VE) [5]. Con-
sidering first, Ray-Casting, many techniques explore variants for depth-aware
pointing, such as manually adjusting the length or depth of a ray [11,19], creat-
ing a curved ray [39,44] and allowing bimanual interaction between rays [52] to
increase targeting precision. In dense environments, techniques such as SQUAD
[31], Expand [13] and Disambiguation Canvas [16] use iterative refinement by
rearranging or filtering content to support Ray-Casting selection. More recently,
the RayCursor technique [7] incorporates a set of pointing facilitation augmen-
tations including the 1e filter [14], a bubble cursor mechanism [18] and visual
feedback to achieve better performance on small and distant targets. Finally,
Ray-Casting from a user’s eyes [4] has been shown to have some performance
advantages in both sparse and cluttered environments, and a similar technique –
cursor control using head – has also been adopted in existing AR headsets, for
example the Microsoft HoloLens.

In contrast to Ray-Casting, where a ray points to a target, the virtual hand
metaphor allows users to directly interact with objects using their bare hands or
controllers [6]. One challenge with virtual hand techniques is the acquisition of
distant targets; to address this, the Go-Go technique [43] enables users to grab
targets beyond arms’ reach with a non-linear mapping function; close interactions
leverage basic virtual hand input mapped to a controller, but, as the user reaches
further than a threshold from their body, a control-display (CD) gain function
magnifies the movement of the hand beyond the threshold. Although Go-Go
is functional for distant targeting, it does not perform as well as Ray-Casting
based techniques for object positioning [42,46]. Another body of work within the
category of virtual hand metaphors for distant reaching focuses on maintaining
body ownership while enabling users to reach distant targets [48].

2.2 Moving Targets Acquisition Models

Acquiring moving targets is challenging to model. When acquiring a moving tar-
get, users may use different strategies (pursuit, head-on, receding, and perpendic-
ular) to intercept a moving object [47]. Li et al. [34] argued that different model
clues (vision, haptic and audio and their combinations), motion direction, and
speed could affect users’ performance in VR. Fitts’s Law [17] is the most com-
monly used approach to study new acquisition techniques in a spatial acquisition
task. It links movement time (MT) to the concept of the index of difficulty (ID):
MT = a + bID where ID = log2( 2DW ). However, Fitts’ Law was initially proposed
to model stationary target selection in 1D. While it has been extended to 2D
pointing tasks [2], it is clear that extensions to Fitts’ Law are needed to account
for, at minimum, target speed (i.e. faster targets should be harder to acquire).
With this goal in mind, Jagacinski et al. [26] extended Fitts’ Law and proposed
an empirical model to predict movement time as a function of initial amplitude
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(A), target speed (V) and target width (W): MT = c + dA + e(V + l)( 1
W − 1).

Hoffmann [22] later examined three extensions to Fitts’ Law which all indicated
that the difficulty to select a moving target is correlated with the target speed.

In addition to modeling the movement time, previous work also focuses on
predicting the endpoint distribution and the error rate of target selection. One
of the benefits to studying endpoint distribution is that it allows replacement of
nominal target width with the target’s effective width [55], where ideally 96% of
the endpoints land within a target following a Gaussian distribution that cor-
responds to the target width (W) perceived by the user, i.e., W =

√
2πeσ [36].

This 4% error rate assumption by Fitts’ Law provides insights into adjusting W
and We, and, based on this, Wobbrock et al. [50] derive an error model implicitly
implied by Fitts’ Law with three task parameters: target width, distance and
movement time. They extend the error model to 2D [51] and Bi et al. also pro-
pose the FFitts’ Law [9] to model the endpoint distribution of finger input on a
touchscreen given the challenges of fat finger input. For moving targets, Lee and
Oulasvirta [32] propose a statistical model to predict the error rate by consid-
ering moving target selection as a temporal pointing task where users intend to
select a target within a limited time window. Several other researchers propose
Ternary-Gaussian models to describe the endpoint distribution of moving targets
in 1D [24], 2D [25], and with crossing-based movement [23]. Focusing specifically
on VR and AR environments, Yu et al. [54] recently designed an empirical model
EDModel to describe the distribution of pointing selection tasks in VR environ-
ments. These endpoint distribution and error rate models imply that the target
width and effective target width of the selection task have more impact on the
error rate of selecting moving targets than the distance.

2.3 Moving Targets Acquisition Techniques

Based on the above mentioned models, many researchers have investigated
approaches to efficiently and accurately completing a stationary selection task;
these facilitation techniques can be characterized into two broad categories: (1)
decreasing movement distance from the cursor to the target [8], (2) increasing the
effective width with larger cursor width [28,45], target width [37] or activation area
[18,45]. Adopting these techniques, Hassan et al. [21] propose Comet and Target
Ghost to capture moving targets in 1D and 2D space. With Comet, targets are
expanded with a long tail such that the activation area is increased while Target
Ghost ignores targets’ speed and creates static proxies to the targets. Similarly,
the Hold [3] technique temporarily pauses the content of the display to enable a
static target selection. Aside from these approaches, Hook [40] adopts a vote-score
heuristics designed to select a moving target in a dense and occluded environment
while Khamis et al. [29] propose an eye-pursuit technique to select moving targets
in a VR environment. These techniques are designed on top of basic interaction
techniques, e.g. mouse cursor, Ray-Casting and eye-tracking.

Interestingly, although myriad techniques based on virtual hand and virtual
pointer have been proposed for selection in virtual environments, evaluation of
the performance of these two metaphors [42] has typically focused on static
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selection tasks. The lack of empirical understanding of the basic performance
of these established techniques to acquire moving targets in virtual environ-
ments still exists and we are aware of no prior work that has explored these two
metaphors in the context of moving targets in AR/VR.

3 Study Set-Up

In this section, we describe our virtual pointer, virtual hand, and configuration
parameters for our moving target selection task.

3.1 Virtual Pointer

Ray-Casting is the most common technique built on top of the virtual pointer
metaphor. For our virtual pointer selection technique, Ray-Casting is imple-
mented using a constant control display (C/D) gain to map a controller orienta-
tion onto a ray direction. A maximum 10-m white line shooting from a virtual
controller indicates the ray direction. When a ray intersects with an object, the
white line’s length is then the distance from the controller to the object and a cur-
sor appears to indicate the hit position. We do not enable cursor manipulation
and acceleration along the ray because this would shift users’ attention when
acquiring a moving target, possibly increasing the selection time. Approaches
which can improve Ray-Casting’s efficiency and stability, such as increasing the
effective width [18] of a target or smoothing of the ray [14] are not implemented
because these approaches will benefit Ray-Casting over the virtual hand, which
violates our initial motivation towards the understanding of virtual hand in com-
parison to the pointer in moving target selection. A press down&up gesture on
the corresponding trigger of the VR controller selects a target intersecting the
ray. We call this technique Ray-Casting in our experimental condition.

3.2 Virtual Hand

Using bare hands or a controller to hit/select a target is the most basic form of
virtual hand. The basic virtual hand metaphor allows users to acquire objects
within arms’ reach. While this constraint mimics the real world, researchers have
also recognized that, at times, users may wish to acquire and interact with targets
beyond arms’ reach. As a result, modifications to the virtual hand metaphor to
support more distant target acquisition exist [33,43,48].

The variant we initially explore, is a teleporting technique where the virtual
hand is located at a distance from the user. The virtual hand remains directly
mapped via a constant CD gain onto the controller movement. This teleporting
technique permits distant targeting while preserving the virtual hand metaphor.
We call this technique Controller-mapped virtual hand or Controller for
our experimental condition.
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3.3 Randomize Movement Direction with Bounded Space

As targets are moving, and, because users find it difficult to select targets out-
side the field-of-view in the virtual environment [15], we designed a bounded
space which is anchored to the virtual environment and contains all moving
targets in front of the user. This allows us to analyse the effects from tar-
get speed, width and technique without visual search and out-of-field-of-view
confounds. The bounded space is designed based on empirical analysis of the
reachable workspace within arm’s length [30,41] so we can use a linear 1-to-1
mapping between the physical and virtual hand to interact with targets within
the bounded space. The bounded space is 60 cm (depth) × 120 cm (height) ×
120 cm (width) in size; thus enabling users to reach each side of the bounded
space. To aid depth estimation and avoid visual distraction, the wall nearest to
a user’s chest is invisible while other walls are semi-transparent.

Alongside objects’ movement range, another important factor that affects
users’ performance is movement direction. Prior work [47] has suggested that
the direction of motion relative to the cursor can result in different targeting
strategies. Instead of controlling the target motion directly, we added a bounce
feature on each wall of the bounded space so that whenever a target hits a wall,
it will reflect and bounce away. Therefore, target motion direction is randomized
and users can leverage different strategies to capture a moving target.

3.4 Pilot Study to Guide Moving Target Speed
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Fig. 1. Mean selection time (plotted in line) and accuracy (in bar), with 95% confidence
intervals, of Controller and Ray-Casting to acquire moving targets within/beyond arms’
reach at different speeds. The frame rate is 72 fps.

Higher motion speed implies longer selection time and higher error rate [22,
26,32]. Without pre-assuming the acceptable minimum and maximum speed
values in the experiments, we conducted informal pilot test with 4 adults for
feedback on speed with regard to selection accuracy and completion time. As
the goal of our pilot study was to guide speed values, we did not vary target
width. The task in the pilot study is a simple selection task where participants
were expected to select the only sphere moving within and beyond arms’ reach
across different speeds: min = 0.5 cm/frm, max = 2.5 cm/frm, step = 0.5 cm/frm.
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We used 3 Block × 2 Position × 2 Technique × 5 Speed × 10 trials in this
study. Examining Fig. 1, the error rate reached 50% at 1.0 cm/frm for distant
moving target selection using the virtual hand and participants reported it was
too easy to select targets nearby at 0.5 cm/frm, so we selected speed values of
(0.75 cm/frm, 1.00 cm/frm, 1.25 cm/frm) for target movement.

4 Initial Study

Given speed values from our pilot study, our initial experiment’s goal was to
explore if virtual hand (Controller) and virtual pointer (Ray-Casting) have
different performance when selecting moving targets with different speeds and
at different positions (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Within (left) and beyond (right) arms’ design: Given a user’s head position,
near space’s center is generated at 0.3 m in front of and 0.4 m below the head position.
Far space’s center is 2m beyond that of near space. These configuration values were
consistent across participants.

4.1 Apparatus and Implementation

The system was implemented in Godot v3.2.2 stable and deployed on an stan-
dalone Oculus Quest at 72 fps. No other hardware resources were required.

4.2 Experimental Design

A repeated-measure within-subject design was used. The independent variables
(IVs) were Technique (Controller, Ray-Casting),Position (Within, Beyond),
Speed (0.75 cm/frm, 1.00 cm/frm, 1.25 cm/frm), and Block (1-4). As Position
might affect perceived width for moving targets and to handle the confound-
ing problem, target width was fixed to 10 cm.

Participants were instructed to capture a set of moving targets during the
experiment. Spheres (targets) were generated, moving and bouncing back and
forth in the bounded space. Position was either within arms reach or out of
reach. Technique by Position generates four combinations and the order of the
combination was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin square [49].

Each participant performed 4 blocks of trials. To start each block and control
the initial position, each participant was instructed to select a static white sphere
(“dummy” target) positioned in front of the participant in the virtual space.
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Within each block, 15 selections were made for each of the 3 target motion speeds,
presented in random order in each block, given the Technique and Position
condition being analyzed. For each trial, six spheres, including 5 white spheres
(distractors) and 1 blue sphere (goal target) were generated within the bounded
space with the same Speed but moving in random direction. When Controller
overlapped with a sphere or Ray-Casting intersected a sphere, the sphere was
highlighted orange and the participant pressed the index-finger button of the
corresponding controller to capture it. The experimental system moved to the
next trial when the goal target was correctly selected. When a target was missed
or a distractor was selected, the goal target did not disappear. Once correctly
selected, the current goal target vanished and the next goal target would generate
at a distance (20 cm, 30 cm, 40 cm in random order) from the selection position
of the Technique, i.e. the Controller’s position or the hit position of Ray-Casting.
When each participant finished a block, the static “dummy” target was displayed
and the participant could take a break. In summary, each participant performed
2 Technique × 2 Position × 3 Speed × 4 Block × 15 trials = 720 trials.

4.3 Participants

We recruited 8 participants (ages 21 to 30 (μ = 25.3, σ = 2.7), 5 male, 3 female, 2
left-handed), of which 2 were experienced VR users. Participants were recruited
by word-of-mouth in our organization. The experiment lasted for 40 min.

4.4 Procedure

Participants were welcomed to the study and were instructed to stand in a open
area. They first read the study instructions and verbal consent was obtained.
Before the study, they were asked to answer a questionnaire about demographic
information (gender, age), handedness, and daily and weekly usage of VR devices
to characterize the demographics of our participant sample. Participants were
warned about potential motion sickness induced from VR, and were allowed to
have a 30 s break between each block. If they felt uncomfortable at any time
during the study, the study immediately stopped. Before participants wore the
Oculus Quest and controllers, both the headset and controllers were sanitized
with alcoholic wipes. Prior to the study, a training session was provided so
participants practiced and became familiar with the provided techniques and
environment. Participants were instructed to avoid continually hitting the select
button. When participants finished a block, they could take a break; when they
finished a Technique and Position condition, they were allowed to take off the
headset and have a 3min break and, at the same time, they were instructed to
complete a raw NASA TLX [20] questionnaire grading their experience.

4.5 Results

The goal of our experiment is the contrast of virtual hand and virtual pointer
metaphors for moving target selection. We acknowledge that various extensions
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based on Fitts’s Law and endpoint prediction models have been proposed to ana-
lyze moving target selection experiments. However, in our study, the complexity
of 3D targeting in the immersive environment, unpredictable movement direc-
tion caused by reflection in the bounded space, and distracting moving objects
introduce confounds in analysis. Therefore, in the following sections, we analyze
our results in two dimensions: (1) objective measures: selection time and error
rate, and (2) subjective measures: TLX loads and user feedback. The selection
time refers to the time elapsed between selections. Selection failure is counted
as an error and the error rate refers to the percentage of erroneous trials among
15 trials.

We removed outliers by eliminating any non-erroneous trials whose selection
time was more than three standard deviations from the mean, yielding 5684 tri-
als (98.68%) in total for analysis. We conducted a multi-way repeated-measure
ANOVA (α = 0.05) for selection time and error rate respectively on three IVs:
Technique, Position, and Speed. When sphericity was violated using Mauchly’s
test, we applied Greenhouse-Geisser corrections to the DoFs. The post-hoc tests
were conducted using pairwise t-tests with Bonferroni corrections when significant
effects were found. Effect sizes are reported as partial eta squared (η2

p) values.
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Technique by Position; (C) Technique by Speed. Error bars are shown with 95% confi-
dence intervals. The statistic significance evaluated by pairwise t-test are marked with
+ (++= p< 0.01 and += p< 0.05).

Selection Time. A Box-Cox transformation (λ = −0.5) was applied to non-
normal residuals of the selection time. Although we found a significant effect of
Block (F3,21 = 3.61, p< 0.05, η2

p = 0.03), the pairwise t-test did not report any
significance between each pair of block. Therefore, all 4 blocks were kept for the
analysis.

The subsequent analysis revealed a significant effect of Technique
(F1,7 = 58.02, p< 0.001, η2

p = 0.45) on selection time. The pairwise t-test showed
that Controller (mean = 1.52 s) was significantly slower than Ray-Casting (0.99 s,
p< 0.001). We found a significant effect of Position (F1,7 = 51.40, p< 0.001,
η2
p = 0.44) on the selection time and a significant interaction effect between Tech-

nique and Position (F1,7 = 44.85, p< 0.001, η2
p = 0.20). Participants spent sig-

nificantly (p< 0.001) more time selecting moving targets at a distance (1.52 s)
than within arms’ reach (0.99 s). The selection time increased significantly
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(p < 0.001) with Controller when targets appeared beyond arms’ reach (1.97 s)
than within arms’ reach (1.06 s). Similarly, when using Ray-Casting, the selec-
tion time increased significantly (p< 0.001) when targets appeared far away from
(1.07 s) than near participants (0.92 s). We also found a significant effect of Speed
(F2,14 = 44.74, p< 0.001, η2

p = 0.21). Selecting targets moving at 0.75 cm/frm
(1.10 s) was significantly (p< 0.005) faster than those moving at 1.00 cm/frm
(1.29 s) and 1.25 cm/frm (1.37 s). We only found a significant interaction effect
between Speed and Position (F2,14 = 3.90, p< 0.05, η2

p <0.01) but not with Tech-
nique. To potentially avoid a type-I error, we consider the interaction effect trivial
given the effect size.

Accuracy. We did not find any significant effect of Block on error rate. Analysis
reveals a significant effect of Technique (F1,7 = 7.56, p< 0.05, η2

p = 0.10) on the
error rate. Controller (mean = 30.40%) caused significantly less erroneous selec-
tions than Ray-Casting (37.25%, p< 0.001). We also found a significant effect
of Position (F1,7 = 205.61, p< 0.001, η2

p = 0.29) on error rate; selecting moving
targets that appeared at a distance (40.57%) caused significantly more errors
than within arms’ reach (27.09%, p< 0.001). We found a significant interaction
effect between Technique and Position (F1,7 = 17.28, p< 0.005, η2

p = 0.15). With
Controller, participants made significantly more erroneous selection when select-
ing targets at a distance (41.45%) than within arms’ reach (19.35%, p< 0.001).
Ray-Casting was less impacted by distance; i.e., errors at a distance (39.68%)
and within arms’ reach (34.83%) were similar. We found a significant effect of
Speed (F2,14 = 52.99, p< 0.001, η2

p = 0.35) on the error rate but we did not found
any significant interaction effect between Speed and other IVs on the error rate.
Unsurprisingly, selecting targets moving at 0.75 cm/frm (24.57%) caused signif-
icantly (p< 0.001) lower erroneous selection than those moving at 1.00 cm/frm
(33.77%) and 1.25 cm/frm (43.14%).
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Fig. 4. Box plots for perceived task loads of the TLX questionnaire. The statistical
significant differences are marked as connecting lines.

Task Loads Analysis and User Feedback. Results from Fig. 4 showed differ-
ences for perceived task loads between techniques beyond and within arms’ reach.
A Friedman test showed significant effect of Technique × Position on Mental,
Effort, Frustration and Overall: χ2

Mental(3) = 21.83, p< 0.001, χ2
Effort(3) = 11.95,
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p< 0.01, χ2
Frustration(3) = 20.01, p< 0.001, χ2

Overall(3) = 15.83, p< 0.005. The
pairwise Wilcoxon test reported that using Controller to acquire moving targets
beyond arms’ reach caused significantly higher mental demand (p = 0.05), higher
frustration (p< 0.05), and required significantly (p< 0.05) higher overall loads
than using Ray-Casting or Controller to select moving targets within arms’ reach.
To explore more fully Position, we found a significant effect of Position on all
attributes exceptPhysical,Temporal, andPerformance: χ2

Mental(1) = 8, p< 0.005,
χ2
Effort(1) = 6, p< 0.05, χ2

Frustration(1) = 8, p< 0.005, χ2
Overall(1) = 8, p< 0.005.

We only found a significant effect of Technique on Mental : χ2
Mental(1) = 4.5,

p< 0.05.
All participants reported that it was hard to use Controller to select mov-

ing targets at a distance because it was difficult to estimate the depth of both
targets and virtual controllers when in motion. The results above also indicated
that Position increased both Mental and Effort loads. With the teleportation of
the Controller, some participants felt that large body movement seemed to cause
relatively smaller Controller movement due to perspective. Some also reported
that visually smaller target width and hand tremor caused unexpected move-
ment, especially when aiming at targets at a distance.

4.6 Discussion

When selecting moving targets, Controller is slower but more accurate than Ray-
Casting. Figure 3 and user feedback reveal that Position impacts both Controller
and Ray-Casting; more specifically, depth affects perceived visual size. For Ray-
Casting, due to perspective, a distant moving target has visually smaller width,
which causes difficulties for aiming. For Controller, in addition to targeting
visually smaller targets, participants also must estimate depth, adding men-
tal demand to selection, as shown in Fig. 4. Speed is a dominant factor affecting
users’ selection time and accuracy. Interpreting these graphical results in light
of statistical analysis, these results argue that selection time and error rate is
correlated to target speed.

5 Reach-Bound Go-Go

Examining the results above, we note that the virtual hand metaphor had sig-
nificant accuracy advantage when selecting near targets (19.35%) versus at a
distance (41.45%), and the teleportation of virtual hand resulted in high work-
load scores. This, then, leads to the question of whether we can enhance the
virtual hand for more elegant distant targeting.

The technique we leverage to support enhanced distant targeting using the
virtual hand metaphor is a variant of the Go-Go technique [43]. Earlier, we
noted that the Go-Go technique leverages a non-linear mapping function to
enable reaching beyond arms’ length. The Go-Go technique maps virtual hand
position to physical hand position up to a certain distance from the user. Beyond
this range, the distance of the virtual hand is magnified by a multiplier (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. rbGo-Go: (a)&(b) body posture calibration: PC is recorded as the center posi-
tion of a user’s chest. rMax is measured as the larger length between two arms’ length.
PS is a shoulder position, and PMax is the user’s maximum reachable position. PS and
PMax are recorded when a user stretch arms. (c) Motor space is divided into a linear
mapping and non-linear mapping components by a tuned parameter D.

We call our modification to the Go-Go technique reach-bounded Go-Go inter-
action. Specifically, we restrict the movement space of (Go-Go), augment it with
the body posture calibration as in [48], and simplify its configuration so that
rbGo-Go can be used without the need for body tracking.

From [48], the amplified position of the virtual hand is defined as PH∗ =
PC + f(r) ∗ (PH − PC) where PH is the physical hand position while holding
a controller, PC is the neural point which is defined as the center position of
the chest. In rbGo-Go, as in [48], we use an amplification function, but the non-
linear piece-wise amplification function f(r) is a variant of Go-Go, taking the
amplification slope and offset into consideration, as follows:

f(r) =

{
1.0 0 ≤ r ≤ D

( LMax−rMax

rMax∗(1−D)2 ) ∗ (r − D)2 + 1.0 D < r ≤ 1

Here LMax is the maximum length of the reachable space (e.g. bounded space
in our experiment), rMax is the maximum arm length, and D is the threshold
that divides the physical and virtual hand mapping into direct mapped and non-
linear parts. The value of D is 2

3 based on the empirical experience from [43] but
can be tuned in different scenarios. r is the physical offset defined as the ratio
of the distance between PH to PC and PMax to PC : r = |PH−PC |

|PMax−PC | .

6 Follow-Up Study

Weaknesses in distant targeting for virtual hand resulted in rbGo-Go, but one open
question is whether rbGo-Go enhances virtual hand interaction for moving targets.
To test this, we increased the size of the bounded space (300 cm (depth) × 120 cm
(height) × 120 cm (width)) to allow targets to move in a more general space and
conducted a follow-up study evaluating rbGo-Go against Ray-Casting (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. The size-increased bounded space with possible target motion direction.

6.1 Experimental Design

A repeated-measure within-subject design was used. The independent variables
(IVs) Technique (rbGo-Go, Ray-Casting), Speed (0.75 cm/frm, 1.00 cm/frm, and
1.25 cm/frm), Width (6 cm, 10 cm) and Block (1-4).

Each participant performed 4 blocks of trials and was instructed to select
a static white sphere (“dummy” target) to start a block and control the ini-
tial position. Given the Technique, within each block, for each of the 3 target
motion speeds in random order, 15 selections were made for each of the 2 target
widths, also presented in random order. Six spheres, with only 1 blue sphere
(goal target) were generated within the bounded space with the same Speed and
same Width but moving in random direction. The experimental system moved
to the next trial when the goal target was correctly selected. When a goal tar-
get was missed or a distractor was selected, the goal target did not disappear.
Once correctly selected, the current goal target vanished and the next goal tar-
get would generate at a distance (40 cm, 80 cm, 120 cm in random order) from
the virtual controller’ position of rbGo-Go or hit position of Ray-Casting. When
each participant finished a block, the static “dummy” target showed up and the
participant could take breaks before selecting the “dummy” target. In summary,
each participant performed 2 Technique × 3 Speed × 2 Width × 15 trials × 4
Block = 720 trials.

6.2 Procedure

The only difference in procedure for this study from our initial study was that
participants were asked to calibrate the neutral point, shoulder position, and
arms’ length to generate the required parameters for rbGo-Go. During the exper-
iment, participants were asked to limit changes in body posture to ensure stable
chest position.

6.3 Participants

10 participants were recruited by word-of-mouth in our organization (ages 20
to 28 (μ = 23.8, σ = 2.7), 6 male, 4 female, 1 left-handed), 3 experienced VR
users. Given the Covid-19 pandemic, 6 participants from the initial study also
took this study. A training session, including posture calibration and technique
practice, took about 10 min, and the experiment lasted for 35 min.
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6.4 Results
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Fig. 7. Mean selection time (left) and mean error rate (right) for (A) Technique; (B)
Technique by Width; (C) Technique by Speed. Error bars are shown with 95% confidence
intervals. The statistic significances evaluated by pairwise t-test are marked with +
(++= p< 0.01 and += p< 0.05).

Selection Time. After removing outliers (<1%), our data contained 7134 trials
across 10 participants, a Box-Cox transformation (λ = −0.38) was applied to
non-normal residuals of the selection time. We found a significant effect of Block
(F3,27 = 9.05, p< 0.001, η2

p = 0.11). Pairwise t-test reported that Block 1 (mean
= 1.44 s) took significantly longer (p< 0.001) than Block 3 (1.27 s) and Block 4
(1.27 s). Therefore, Block 1 was removed in the following analysis.

We found a significant effect of Technique (F1,9 = 20.05, p< 0.005, η2
p = 0.13)

on the selection time. rbGo-Go (1.38 s) was significantly slower than Ray-
Casting (1.23 s). We found a significant effect of Speed (F1,9 = 23.22, p< 0.001,
η2
p = 0.07). Selecting targets moving at 0.75 cm/frm (1.24 s) was significantly

faster than at 1.25 cm/frm (1.28 s, p< 0.005). We did not find a significant
interaction effect between Speed and other IVs. We found a significant effect
of Width (F1,9 = 151.39, p< 0.001, η2

p = 0.29). Selecting targets with large
width (1.17 s) was significantly faster than small width (1.43 s, p < 0.001). We
found a significant interaction effect between Technique and Width (F1,9 = 8.35,
p< 0.05, η2

p = 0.02) on selection time. Considering large versus small widths, Ray-
Casting’s improved performance over rbGo-Go was primarily for large targets.
While Ray-Casting was on average faster for both large and small targets, the
corrected post-hoc difference was not statistically significant when considering
only small targets.

Accuracy. In the absence of failing the normality assumption, we treat the
residual of error rate as normal for analysis. Without Block 1, we did not find
significance of Block on the error rate.

We did not find a significant effect of Technique on the error rate between
rbGo-Go (mean = 39.34%) and Ray-Casting (39.90%). We found a significant
effect of Speed (F2,18 = 52.74, p< 0.001, η2

p = 0.24). Selecting targets moving at
0.75 cm/frm (32.53%, p< 0.001) caused significantly less erroneous selection than
the other two speeds. Also, selecting targets moving at 1.00 cm/frm (40.05%)
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caused significantly less erroneous selection than at 1.25 cm/frm (46.28%,
p< 0.001). We did not find any significant interaction effect between Speed
and other IVs. We found a significant effect of Width (F1,9 = 52.80, p< 0.001,
η2
p = 0.30). Selecting targets with large width (33.01%) caused significantly less

erroneous selection than small width (46.23%, p< 0.001). We found a signifi-
cant interaction effect between Width and Technique (F1,9 = 99.97, p< 0.001,
η2
p = 0.15). Ray-Casting caused significantly higher error rate on small targets

(50.72%) than large targets (29.07%, p< 0.001). However, rbGo-Go caused a sim-
ilar error rate on targets with large width (36.94%) and small width (41.75%)
(Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. Box plots for perceived task loads of the TLX questionnaire.

Task Loads Analysis and User Feedback. A Friedman test did not report
any significance effect of Technique on any perceived task loads. In other words,
rbGo-Go has similar loads for all attributes as Ray-Casting, while noticeably,
rbGo-Go had lower much median score on Frustration than Ray-Casting.

Since rbGo-Go is a non-linear mapping between the real and virtual hands,
participants found it hard to control this technique during early use, especially
for targets moving at high speed. However, as they practiced, they (P0, P5,
& P7-9) felt more confident and found it easier to select targets with small
width and at distance, which was consistent with the learning effect we found in
the selection time analysis. Target width was considered as an important factor
affecting participants’ performance (P6: If not considering the technique, target
width plays a very important role ... targets with small width at a distance are
hard). This was obvious for Ray-Casting, as several participants commented that
it was hard to select targets with small width, and they perceived more hand
jitter. Some participants (P6, P8) also reported that, using Ray-Casting, they
found it harder to select targets moving up&down and left&right, compared with
those moving towards and away from them, where rbGo-Go had the opposite
feedback as depth estimation on targets was necessary.

6.5 Discussion

Similar to the former study, Ray-Casting was more efficient than rbGo-Go, but
participants had a similar and high error rate. Graphically examining the results
of Fig. 7, the selection time and error rate was positively related to Speed while
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negatively correlated to Width, as per Jagacinski et al.’s model [26] of moving
target selection.

rbGo-Go, by design (virtual hand), has a larger selection area because the
spatial extents of the hand are larger than those of a line (Ray-Casting). This
contributed to improved accuracy for rbGo-Go despite difficulty controlling the
non-linear mapping. On the other hand, Ray-Casting, or broadly virtual pointer,
had a narrow ray such that selecting a small target became challenging. As
participants noted, using Ray-Casting to select targets moving left&right and
up&down was challenging because, to capture these targets, a narrow ray needed
to translate a larger distance, during which a mis-selection could easily occur.

rbGo-Go simplifies the tuning process required by Go-Go. For rbGo-Go, the
amplification parameter, k, which was manually adjusted in Go-Go, is now deter-
mined by the size of the interaction space, the arm length of a user, and a tuned
threshold. It requires no additional hardware (e.g. a Kinect as in [48]) such that
users can configure and execute the study remotely and independently. Though
self-calibration by users may result in small variations in performance, it allowed
us to better preserve social distancing requirements.

7 General Discussion

Considering both experiments, similar to results in 1D and 2D [22,26,32] target-
ing, Speed has a strong influence on the performance of virtual hand and virtual
pointer metaphors. Specifically, higher motion speed causes longer selection time
and higher error rate. Therefore, it is reasonable to design techniques that reduce
motion speed, such as the Hook [3] and Target Ghost [21]. In terms of Width,
interestingly, we observe an impact on these two metaphors in the moving target
selection task similar to that observed in Poupyrev et al.’s static target selection
study [42]: Compared with Ray-Casting, rbGo-Go is comparably fast and more
accurate when selecting small objects. Additionally, compared with moving tar-
get selection tasks in 1D [24] and 2D [25], object depth will also impact users’
perceived width. This problem is a speciality in 3D and more complicated when
targets move in any direction. Since in our study, the impact of depth on target
width is identical for both Techniques, we believe that this confound is controlled
across conditions. Investigating this issue and exploring strategies to address it
is another way to study these two metaphors.

One might be tempted to dismiss virtual hand as an interactive metaphor
for moving target selection unless interaction is restricted to arms’ length. After
all, it is slower in both experiments, and only has an error rate advantage at
close distances in the initial study. Furthermore, it is tempting to conclude that
rbGo-Go serves no purpose due to its increased error rate compared to naive
virtual hand. However, we would caution against such a simple interpretation.

First, virtual hand and virtual pointer are different pointing metaphors.
Virtual hand asks a user to control all three, sweep, elevation, and depth, to
fully target a unique, 3D location in space. Virtual pointer, in contrast, is an
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intersection-based technique where users can point at targets in a depth agnos-
tic way. In many instances, virtual pointer is feasible. However, there may be
moving target tasks where the goal location may not be identifiable by the sys-
tem: as one example, imagine a virtual drawing application where a user selects
an initial position and then draws a smooth trajectory along a desired path
through the immersive environment. Interactions like this are not immediately
possible via virtual pointer; they require some augmentation to control depth
[7,19]. rbGo-Go, in contrast, can facilitate these tasks without enhancement.

Second, to allow virtual hand to target increased volumes, our rbGo-Go tech-
nique increases the range of movement of the virtual hand metaphor when the
user reaches beyond a specific distance from themselves, D, but preserves behav-
ior for distances less than D. For proximal targeting, users continue to benefit
from the 1-to-1 direct mapping. As users reach beyond D, mapping smaller phys-
ical depth movements of the user onto larger depth transitions for the virtual
hand metaphor means that, for rbGo-Go, targets are smaller in depth in motor
space. The fact that error rate converged on Ray-Casting but with the added
ability to specifically select depth supports the utility of a technique like rbGo-
Go as an alternative to virtual pointer techniques, particularly in cases where
depth must be controlled during targeting.

Recall that, compared with Ray-Casting, rbGo-Go is comparably fast and
is more accurate when selecting small objects. Therefore, we would argue that
rbGo-Go and Ray-Casting play off against each other in terms of advantages,
i.e., that it is most important to understand the relative pros and cons of each
metaphor in moving target acquisition. To summarize, there exist potential ben-
efits to each metaphor in the context of moving target selection, as follows:

– Virtual hand: (1) Lower error rate for proximal moving target selection. (2)
Higher immutability of error rate across different target widths. (3) Depth
control.

– Virtual pointer: (1) Generally faster. (2) Consistent (though relatively high)
error rate. (3) Existing rich facilitation techniques [7,14,18,35] for efficiency
and stabilization.

Overall, we would argue that these advantages in moving target selection
are useful data points for designers who wish to incorporate an ability to select
moving targets into their virtual environment applications.

7.1 Future Work

Facilitation Techniques. One aspect we have not evaluated concerns facilita-
tion techniques which could aid target acquisition. For virtual hand, depth cues
(such as motion parallax [27], and visual guidance [7]) may simplify depth estima-
tion of both targets and hands. For virtual pointer (Ray-Casting), increasing the
effective size [18] and activation area [21] of targets, or the selection area of a ray
(volume ray) [35] are promising approaches, although dynamic and elastic width
caused by unpredictable motion may be a concern. Additionally, weakening the
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speed effect, e.g. transforming a dynamic selection task to a static selection task
[3,21], and stabilizing control with filtering [14] are possible solutions to address
hand jitter’s and speed’s impact on targeting, two common challenges for both
metaphors.

Factors Beyond Speed and Width. Alongside target speed and width, there
are other factors that could influence metaphor choices when considering the use
of virtual hand and pointer metaphors in 3D VR/AR environments for the cap-
ture moving targets. As one example, the performance of these metaphors for
crossing-based selection tasks [1], where users select targets by crossing a tar-
get’s boundary instead of pointing inside its perimeter, is an open question. This
crossing paradigm has its unique values as it can adapt to these two metaphors
more naturally (e.g. avoiding the Heisenberg effect) and can also improve user
performance in particular scenarios, for example the Saber Beat game. In addi-
tion, the use of these two metaphors in real-world VR/AR applications will raise
questions about how various feedback techniques could affect users’ immersive
experience while selecting moving targets. For example, haptic feedback [12] on
a virtual hand may enhance users’ experience, and improved visual feedback on
the ray during Ray-Casting [7] may improve users’ environmental awareness.

8 Conclusion

Alongside our introduction of rbGo-Go, a variant of the Go-Go technique, we
provide two empirical studies to compare virtual hand (Controller/rbGo-Go)
and virtual pointer (Ray-Casting) metaphors in the context of moving target
selection in virtual environments. Using a classic virtual hand metaphor (both
proximal to the user and at distance), we find that virtual hand has a lower error
rate in proximity to the user but slower selection time. Given the advantages
and disadvantages of the basic virtual hand metaphor, we evaluate rbGo-Go,
our modified version of the Go-Go technique. We find, again, that rbGo-Go is
slower than Ray-Casting, but note advantages of the technique both in terms
of small target precision and in terms of an ability to support target agnostic
depth selection. We argue that the complementary advantages of the technique
provide useful guidelines for designers of virtual environments when introducing
interactions to support moving target acquisition.
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